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Environmental historians are also uniquely positioned to revise
our understanding of the roles that organisms have played in our
cultural and technological systems. In an inversion of Leo Marx’s
now-familiar metaphor of ‘the machine in the garden’, historian
Edmund Russell has contended that the history of biotechnology
might instead be seen as the ‘garden in the machine’, or the inter-
play of evolution and technical change to produce ‘biological arti-
facts shaped by humans to serve human ends’.9 Yet insects are not
merely the relics of anthropogenic manipulations. Beyond botan-
ical and mechanical metaphors lies an appreciation of the ways in
which these creatures have altered — and continue to shape — the
frameworks of our existence.10 As this article concludes, insects
are as integral to the realities of our earthly survival as they have
been to our visions of otherworldly apocalypse.11

Millennia of environmental adaptations and cultural accom-
modations have underwritten human relationships to insects.
Throughout history, these intrepid creatures have populated
our folk tales, pollinated our flowering plants and plagued our
fields. They have served as culinary cornerstones, even as they
dined on our architectural foundations. Civilizations have feared
them as vectors of disease, revered them as sacred objects, and









Between 1885 and 1899, Assam’s average annual lac output was
714,860 kilograms.21

Lac was an economic mainstay of poor smallholders through-
out India. In 1908, the British colonial official and botanist Sir
George Watt noted,

Lac enters into the agricultural, commercial, artistic, manufacturing, do-

































closer to home. In 1888, the English traveller Charles Edwardes
highlighted one such venture on the Canary Islands:

The insect was not introduced into Tenerife until 1825; and for a time it
could not be encouraged to propagate successfully. A priest was the dis-
coverer of the right method of nurture, and to him it is due that from 1845
to 1866 an annual crop of from two to six million pounds of cochineal was
produced.69

This transatlantic transfer of cochineal production coincided with
a revolution in chemistry. In 1858, William Henry Perkin, an
assistant to the German chemist August Wilhelm von Hofmann,
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